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Built Sports Facility Strategy

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Built Sports Facility Strategy sets out how the council intends to meet its aspiration to maintain the borough’s reputation for quality leisure
provision. This Strategy focusses on the built sports infrastructure and is complemented by a separate Playing Pitch Strategy.

The Strategy is informed by a Leisure and Recreation Needs Assessment of the borough’s indoor and outdoor facilities undertaken during 2014-15,
and uses the research, consultation, site assessments, data analysis and mapping that underpins the study to set direction and determine priorities.
The intention is that it will help to focus investment and add certainty with regard to areas for targeted support and future programmes.

The aspirations in this Strategy will rely on securing funding from a range of sources including developers, National Governing Bodies of sport,
national and local grant giving bodies, local sports organisations and the council’s various grants programmes, as relevant. In some instance relating
to proposals for new facilities, there is also the need for land to be identified. In such cases, feasibility studies will be needed to explore options and
viability further.

The core aim remains to support borough residents to be more active, fitter and healthier through participation in sport and to achieve a strong and
vibrant network of community sports organisations. The Strategy will help the council and partners to focus resources and expertise to achieve this
aim.
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The scope of facilities included in this Strategy is:
1

Swimming Pools

2

Sports Halls

3

Health & Fitness gyms

4

Athletics

5

Gymnastics

6

Martial arts and combat sports

7

Indoor tennis

8

Indoor bowls

9

Squash courts

10

Ice rink

11

Golf

12

Multi-sport leisure complex

This Built Sports Facilities Strategy should be read in conjunction with the accompanying Playing Pitch Strategy.
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INTRODUCTION
Basingstoke and Deane has a successful and strong reputation for sport and leisure. With the council’s involvement, an ambitious leisure facilities
programme has been delivered over the past 20 years including the provision of the Aquadrome; Tadley Swimming Pool, Barlow’s Park Football
Complex, Winklebury Football Complex, the Active Life Centre and Everest community sports facilities. Significant capital improvements have also
been achieved at Basingstoke Sports Centre and Down Grange Sports Complex. With other major facilities such as Basingstoke Indoor Tennis
Centre and Basingstoke Golf Centre and a wide range of more local provision, the borough has a stock of attractive, high quality and ‘market
competitive’ sports facilities. We need to build on this success as we plan for the next 15 years in order to meet the council’s vision of the borough
which was adopted in the Strategic Plan for Sport and Recreation 2012-2025:
‘To have an enhanced infrastructure of facilities and a strong network of people that supports participation in sport and recreation
activity within local communities and to make the most of opportunities to achieve outcomes of local, district and borough wide
significance.’
The sports sector in Basingstoke and Deane also has an established reputation for promoting participation and social inclusion through the
implementation of physical activity and sports programmes. The most recent figures from the Active People Survey conducted by Sport England
(2014-15) show a reversal in the downward trend in participation rates in Basingstoke and Deane; in fact participation is higher than the average
across the county, the south east region and the country, and the highest they have been in the borough since 2007/08.
Basingstoke and Deane 1 x 30 min sports participation per week for 2014/15
Area
Basingstoke and Deane
Hampshire and IOW

% population
40.4%
35.9%

Area
South East England
England

% population
36.9%
35.5%

Basingstoke and Deane 3 x 30min sports participation per week for 2014/15
Area
Basingstoke and Deane
Hampshire and IOW

% population
23.6%
17.9%

Area
South East England
England

% population
17.7%
17.5%

This Strategy seeks to ensure that the built sports facilities in the borough continue to provide a choice of quality and accessible opportunities for
participation in sport to meet the needs of our changing population.
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Background
The council’s adopted Strategic Plan for Sport and Recreation 2012-2025 states ’the council will commission a detailed audit of all sport and
recreation facilities every five years to identify changes in the quality and quantity of facilities’. Consultants Continuum Sport & Leisure were
appointed to carry out the Leisure and Recreation Needs Assessment (LRNA) in 2014-15. The assessment included wide ranging consultation with
providers and sports governing bodies, and led to a number of recommendations which have now been collated into the Built Sports Facilities
Strategy and the Playing Pitch Strategy informing future sports provision.

Both Strategies follow the form of the Strategic Plan for Sport and Recreation, the objectives of which are:
1. Retain and maintain existing facilities which are highly valued by the community;
2. Improve the quality and capacity of facilities which are highly valued by the community;
3. Where there is evidence of need that cannot be met by existing provision, enable the development of new provision; and
4. Drive up participation in sport and physical activity to increase the number and frequency of people taking part on a regular basis, ensuring
there are choices that offer low cost options.

The overarching principles in this Strategy relate to the first three objectives. By ensuring there are good facilities in the borough, as well as having
strong clubs, programmes to suit different needs and sensitive pricing policies, it is hoped that objective 4 – increasing participation – will be achieved.

This Strategy will also play a significant role in the council’s ambition to improve access to opportunities for improving health and wellbeing. Increasing
the levels of participation, particularly among the inactive and those who take part infrequently, is a key strand of the council’s partnership approach to
enhancing the health of our residents.

This Strategy sets out what is intended to be achieved within the period to 2025 and feeds into the current Local Plan. The extent to which actions
have been delivered by 2025 will inform the next review of the Local Plan beyond 2029.
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Strategic Plan for
Sport and Recreation

Built Sports
Facilities
Strategy

Local Plan

Leisure and Recreation
Needs Assessment

Playing
Pitch
Strategy

Consultation and Analysis

By effectively establishing ‘need’ and having a mechanism to secure resources to contribute towards meeting the need, the council is well placed to
achieve both council and community policy objectives in relation to maintaining and improving sport and recreation provision, increasing participation
and encouraging more active healthy communities.
Building on Success
Basingstoke and Deane is already well regarded for its range of sports facilities and its commitment to the value of sport. By building on its track
record of project delivery, collaboration and partnership working the council can enable further enhancements to the sports infrastructure and
encourage greater participation in sport. Sport contributes in so many ways to community life and is a valuable resource for delivering health, skills,
economic development and community cohesion outcomes. This Built Sports Facility Strategy is a continuation on the journey set out in the
overarching Strategic Plan for Sport and Recreation to meet the challenges, maximising opportunities and delivering meaningful outcomes for the
benefit of residents within the borough.
One key strand of influence is through the National Governing Bodies (NGBs) of sport, many of which have been engaged through the process of
assessing needs for facilities in the borough. Through ‘Whole Sport Plans’, the governing bodies set out their objectives for development of their sport
in terms of facilities and participation targets, much of which also reflects the relationships and appetite for change with their key stakeholders. It is
encouraging that nine NGBs have confirmed that Basingstoke and Deane is a priority area for their sport.
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Another key strand of influence is through the education sector. Schools have a wealth of facilities in the heart of their communities and are a valuable
resource, particularly for rural populations which do not have the same range of choices for sports participation as residents of Basingstoke urban
area. Accessibility is a factor in the assessment of sports facilities and several of the proposals relate to working with schools to improve their facilities
and access to them.

Our community sports clubs are resourceful and largely self-reliant. A strong information and support network exists but capacity to grow and develop
is often limited by the constraints of their facilities. Where the assessment has evidenced demand for growth the council and support from relevant
stakeholders, the Strategy identifies proposals to work with clubs to improve their facilities at neighbourhood and strategic level.

The Council’s Role
The Strategy sets out the council’s intent for built facilities serving each of the main sports. It summarises the existing stock of those facilities and the
findings from the Leisure and Recreation Needs Assessment. For each facility the Strategy identifies what the council should do and how it should do
it.

The Strategy indicates the role the council can play in each of the actions in the Strategy
● Lead – take responsibility for planning, delivery, monitoring and review
● Collaborate – play an active role in delivery partnerships
● Advocate - seek to influence and offer support as appropriate
Wherever possible, key stakeholders and potential funding sources are identified. For schemes which could be part funded by developers
contributions held by the council, the Strategy suggests how this could be allocated, subject to discussions with the relevant Ward Members from the
areas of housing development which have generated the contribution.

This Strategy will be reviewed and refreshed as schemes and projects are developed, delivered or changed. After further feasibility work, some
projects may be considered unviable. However the overarching approach of this Strategy is one of optimism, and over the next few years we will do
what we can to enhance yet further the facilities that add so much to lives of residents in Basingstoke and Deane.
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OUR STRATEGY FOR SWIMMING POOLS
The indoor pools of at least 20m in the borough in 2015 are:
 Aquadrome: owned by the council and located on the Leisure Park, the Aquadrome is a high quality regional health and wellbeing complex
that enables swimming and fitness activity at all levels of participation and makes a positive contribution to the image of the borough.
 Tadley Swimming Pool: owned by the council, this is a stand-alone community pool supporting highly valued recreation and development
opportunities for swimming and fitness in Tadley and its catchment population
 Basingstoke Sports Centre Pool: owned by Basingstoke and District Sports Trust, the pool is part of an extensive sports centre facility

 Queen Mary’s College Pool: Owned by QMC, this pool is part of the college sports centre with community access
 Cranbourne School Pool: Owned by the school and located within the school campus, this pool is a facility available for curriculum and
community use.
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located in Festival Pace
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What the LRNA told us (pages 51-68)
There is currently no pressing need for additional water space but it is recognised that demand does exceeds supply at peak times. This will result in
high levels of immediate unmet demand if a pool closes. There is also projected to be unmet demand by 2029 due to increasing population. The
quality of provision at Tadley Swimming Pool and Basingstoke Sports Centre is good; at Queen Mary’s College and Aquadrome the pools are
assessed as requiring some quality improvements. However Cranbourne pool is assessed as being in poor condition presenting a risk to viability. In
terms of accessibility, there is an uneven spread of pools across the borough leading to an unmet demand in the west of the borough.

The needs highlighted in the LRNA are:

SWIMMING POOLS

 Short: term: Maintain existing amount of water space including mitigation measures for potential closure of Cranbourne pool
 Medium term: Increase quality and capacity of Queen Mary’s College and Aquadrome Pools
 Long term: Increase quality and capacity of Tadley Pool; ensure additional water space equivalent to a 25m pool by 2029
An aspiration for a 50m pool, which would predominantly cater for school and club training and competition use, is supported in principle by the
council and the sport’s governing body the Amateur Swimming Association in the context of a potential opportunity for new provision at Sherfield
School. The council does not considered a 50m pool to be a feasible option on other sites which have recreational swimming, lessons programmes
and public pay and swim sessions at the heart of their offer.
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Our Strategy for the Aquadrome

What we should do:
 Maintain and refresh the Aquadrome as a regional family attraction,
enhancing visitor experience through regeneration of the Leisure Park
 Enhance the facilities that serve the local population for swimming,
fitness and physical activity
 Improve energy efficiency of the Aquadrome
 Ensure that the Aquadrome maintains its ethos as a public sector facility

SWIMMING POOLS

providing open and accessible opportunities for sports participation
How we should do it:


Work with the potential developers of the Leisure Park scheme and/or
future facility operators to:
•

Replace the flumes and leisure water features to create a unique visitor destination in the south

•

Improve customer access and circulation spaces within the Aquadrome, particularly in relation to the pools

•

Maintain and enhance where feasible the 20m and 25m pools to increase capacity of use

•

Enhance space for studios and gym use (see section on Health and Fitness Gyms/Studios)



Undertake a feasibility study in 2016-17 to develop improvement schemes to enhance quality and capacity



Plan for a capital budget allocation and, in consultation with relevant ward members, seek agreement to allocate swimming contributions
towards implementing a programme of improvements at the Aquadrome from 2017-18 in accordance with outcomes of condition surveys
and feasibility studies completed in 2015.

What principle this supports:
 The council should aim to retain the existing amount of swimming pool water space in the context of opportunities presented for regeneration
at the Leisure Park.
 All council sports facilities should aim to achieve a quality rating of excellent by 2025
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 This also supports the first objective of the Leisure Park regeneration scheme which is:
To seek innovative proposals from parties to create a regional leisure destination within the Council’s landholdings at the Leisure Park and
encourage re-investment within existing facilities.

What is the council’s role?

SWIMMING POOLS

 Lead – take responsibility for planning, delivery, monitoring and review
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Our Strategy for Tadley Swimming Pool
What we should do:
 Maintain Tadley Swimming Pool as a facility for Tadley and its associated catchment
 Improve energy efficiency
 Enhance the experience of customers, in particular seeking to extend opportunities for fitness activity and to improve car parking

How we should do it:
 Undertake roof and plant replacement works by 2017-18..
 Plan for a capital budget allocation and, in consultation with relevant ward members, seek agreement to allocate swimming contributions

SWIMMING POOLS

towards implementing a programme of improvements at Tadley Pool from 2017-18 in accordance with outcomes of condition surveys and
feasibility studies
 Undertake a feasibility study in 2016-17 to identify
the potential for pool improvements including the
possibility of a gym and enhanced car parking

What principle this supports:


All council sports facilities should aim to achieve a
quality rating of excellent by 2025

What is the council’s role?
 Lead – take responsibility for planning, delivery,
monitoring and review
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Our Strategy for Basingstoke Sports Centre Swimming Pool

What we should do:


Seek assurances from Basingstoke and District Sports Trust that the

council’s capital investment in the Sports Centre swimming pools in 2007 will
continue to ensure the operation of the facilities to 2025 as projected.


Monitor the implementation of a scheme to install a new lift to enhance

access to the pools, funded through allocated swimming contributions of
£102,000, during 2016-17.

SWIMMING POOLS



Support the Basingstoke and District Sports Trust to maintain the pool

through relevant developers’ contributions and grant funding sources

How we should do it:
 Enter into dialogue with Basingstoke and District Sports Trust and Festival Place on the long term aspirations, asset management liabilities and
funding strategies for the Sports Centre pools
 Factor the outcome of discussions into options appraisals for future leisure provision.

What principle this supports:
 All community owned sports facilities should be supported to achieve a minimum quality rating of good by 2025

What is the council’s role?
 Advocate - seek to influence and offer support as appropriate
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Our Strategy for Queen Mary’s College Pool
What we should do:
 Support QMC to secure grant funding to maintain and refurbish the pool for the college and its catchment community

How we should do it:
 In consultation with relevant ward members, seek agreement to allocate swimming contributions towards implementing a programme of
improvements at QMC Pool
What principle this supports:

SWIMMING POOLS

 All community owned sports facilities should be supported to achieve a minimum quality rating of good by 2025

What is the council’s role?
 Advocate - seek to influence and offer support as appropriate
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Our Strategy for Cranbourne Pool
What we should do:
 Recognise that Cranbourne Pool does not meet the quality or accessibility standards for modern swimming provision, nor does it have
support for investment from strategic funding bodies at the current time
 Recognise that the loss of Cranbourne Pool would increase demand at other pools already at capacity at peak times, primarily from clubs
and swim schools,
 Support Cranbourne School’s Board of Governors ambition to keep the pool operational for the medium term

How we should do it

SWIMMING POOLS

 In consultation with relevant ward members, seek agreement to allocate S106 swimming contributions towards replacement plant, provided
that School Board of Governors
o provide a business plan to evidence sustainability of the pool for minimum of 5 years (to at least 2021)
o can demonstrate it can meet the balance of funds from its own resources
o confirm their understanding that there would be no further funding from the council other than through relevant S106 contributions

What principles this supports:
 The council should aim to retain the existing amount of swimming pool water space (provided through indoor pools of at least 20m in length)
.
What is the council’s role?
 Advocate - seek to influence and offer support as appropriate
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Our Strategy for New Swimming Pools
What we should do:
 Seek to increase the quantity of water space serving the borough by the equivalent of at least one 25m pool by 2025
 Incorporate new swimming pool provision as part of planning the community infrastructure for Manydown beyond 2029
How we should do it
 Advocate the provision of a new 50m pool at Sherfield School
 Maintain as a minimum the provision standard for public swimming pools of 11.53m2 per 1,000 of population (provided through indoor
pools of at least 20m in length) until 2020 and review the standard as part of the next LRNA to be carried out in 2019-20.

catchment area to the west of Basingstoke and north of Andover
 In consultation with relevant ward members, seek agreement to allocate S106 swimming contributions towards improving access to pool
provision that will support residents to the west of Basingstoke
 Undertake an options appraisal for new swimming pool provision as part of in the next phase of Manydown development by 2027 to
inform the Local Plan beyond 2029
What principles this supports:

SWIMMING POOLS

 Assess with Test Valley Borough Council the impact of the of the new Andover Leisure Centre pools (programmed for 2017-18) on the

 The council should aspire through partners for the borough to have a 50m pool by 2025
 The council should seek to address the special deficiency of pools to the west of Basingstoke and north of Andover by 2025
 Land should be set aside in the next phase of development at Manydown beyond 2029 for the provision of a new strategic sports hub
comprising of indoor facilities (pool, sports hall health and fitness, studio space) and outdoor facilities (grass pitches, artificial pitch and
hard surface courts ) to meet the long term future needs of the borough
What is the council’s role?
 Advocate - seek to influence and offer support as appropriate
 Collaborate – play an active role in delivery partnerships
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Other swimming pools
The LRNA did not assess facilities such as outdoor pools on school sites, small pools in health clubs or hotels, or specialist hydrotherapy pools. It is
however recognised that such pools do make a contribution to the opportunities available for recreational swimming and therapeutic exercise.
What we should do:
 Where there is local education authority support to retain small pools on school sites, and where there is a commitment from the community to
be involved in the voluntary management and maintenance of such pools, support initiatives to increase community access

SWIMMING POOLS

How we should do it
 Monitor the implementation and impact of the scheme to install a bubble cover and new fencing for Overton School outdoor pool, funded
through £8,000 swimming contributions in 2015-16
 Subject to evidence that the pool is sustainable for a minimum of a further 5 years, and in consultation with relevant ward members, seek
approval to release further swimming contributions towards pool
plant and equipment
What principles this supports:
 The council should work with partners to support self-management
of facilities by voluntary sports clubs and other relevant
organisations
 The council should support, and incentivise where possible, local
schools and facility providers to unlock potential for greater
community access to the borough’s sports facilities, specifically
sports halls and outdoor pools
What is the council’s role?
 Advocate - seek to influence and offer support as appropriate
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OUR STRATEGY FOR SPORTS HALLS
The sports halls of at least 3 badminton court size with community access in 2015 are at:
 9 local authority secondary school sites: Aldworth; Brighton Hill; The Clere; Costello; Cranbourne; Fort Hill; The Hurst; Testbourne; The Vyne
 3 academy or independent school sites: Cheam; Everest; Sherfield
 1 college: Queen Mary’s College
 1 voluntary sector: Basingstoke Sports Centre

What the LRNA told us: (pages 68-80)
The borough has an unmet demand equivalent to 2 badminton courts which will rise to a deficiency of 8.3 badminton courts (equivalent to 2 sports

is good, with most of the population of the borough being within 15 minute drive time of a sports hall due to the fact that all sports halls except one
are located on school sites which serve the main population settlements.

The needs highlighted in the LRNA are:
 Short term : Increase capacity and use at existing sports hall sites by improving quality and access

SPORTS HALLS

halls) by 2029. The quality of sports halls is generally good or excellent, but some improvement needs have been identified. General accessibility

 Long term : Ensure an increase in capacity equivalent to 2 new 4 court sports halls by 2029
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Our Strategy for existing Sports Hall provision
What we should do:
 Support schools to secure grant funding to maintain their sports hall facilities
to a good standard, the priority being:
Brighton Hill – replace sports hall floor and upgrade changing rooms
Hurst School Sports Centre – replace sports hall floor, upgrade
changing rooms and projectile hall

How we should do it:
 Following consultation with relevant ward members, secure S106 sports

SPORTS HALLS

facility contributions from future developments within a 15 minute drive time
of the Brighton Hill and The Hurst schools towards improving the quality of
the sports halls

What principle this supports:
 All community owned sports facilities should be supported to achieve a minimum quality rating of good by 2025
 The council should support, and incentivise where possible, local schools and facility providers to unlock potential for greater community
access to the borough’s sports facilities, specifically sports halls and outdoor pools

What is the council’s role?
 Advocate. - seek to influence and offer support as appropriate
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Our Strategy for new Sports Hall provision
What we should do:
 Costello School to provide a new sports hall
 Plan for new sports halls to be provided in the borough by 2025 linked to opportunities for community provision

How we should do it:
 Develop schemes for the provision of sports halls to serve the following areas of population growth
o

South west of Basingstoke

o

East of Basingstoke

 Following consultation with relevant ward members , secure S106 sports facility contributions from relevant future developments within the
 Maintain a provision standard for sports halls of 3.87 badminton courts per 10,000 population

What principle this supports:


The borough should increase the provision of sports hall

capacity by the equivalent of 8 badminton courts by 2025

SPORTS HALLS

west and east of Basingstoke towards provision of new sports halls

What is the council’s role?


Collaborate – play an active role in delivery partnerships
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OUR STRATEGY FOR HEALTH AND FITNESS GYMS
The health and fitness gyms with 20+ fitness stations and with public access in 2015 are at:
 2 leisure facility sites: Basingstoke Sports Centre; Basingstoke Aquadrome
 4 education sites: Fort Hill; Everest; The Hurst; QMC
 7 private health clubs/hotels: Anytime Fitness, Aspects of Fitness; Beechdown; Fitness First; Horizons; Basingstoke County Hotel;
Hampshire Court Hotel

HEALTH AND FITNESS GYMS

What the LRNA told us: (pages 93-98)
The quantity of health and fitness stations in the borough (767 stations at 13 sites) is in the upper range compared to other local authorities. The
quality of 4 of the sites (457 stations, including Aquadrome and Basingstoke Sports Centre, are rated as excellent. Five sites (215 stations) are good
while 2 sites (43 stations at private gyms) are rated poor. In terms of accessibility, supply is largely located in the Basingstoke town area meaning the
majority of the borough’s population is within a 1 mile walk or
3 mile drive of a facility; however there is a lack of health and
fitness provision in the west of the borough.
The needs highlighted in the LRNA are:
 Short term: Maintain and enhance quality of public/
education sector facilities
 Medium term: Need for additional health and fitness
provision in the west and north of the borough
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Our Strategy for existing and new Health & Fitness gyms
What we should do:
 Maintain and enhance the health and fitness offer at the Aquadrome to ensure it remains an excellent quality standard
 Encourage provision of new health and fitness facilities serving the west and north of the borough

How we should do it:
 Work with the potential developers of the Leisure Park scheme and/or future facility operators to enhance space for studios and gym use
 Support Testbourne school in its aspirations to deliver a new health and fitness facility through advice on business planning and grant
funding opportunities
 Investigate the feasibility of improving the health and fitness offer in the North of the borough by 2016/17.

What principle this supports:
 The council should facilitate the provision of
additional health and fitness provision in the west
and north of the borough

HEALTH AND FITNESS GYMS

at the Aquadrome

What is the council’s role?
Collaborate – play an active role in delivery partnerships
Advocate - seek to influence and offer support as
appropriate
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OUR STRATEGY FOR ATHLETICS FACILITIES
The provision of dedicated athletics track and field facilities in the
borough at 2015 is at:
 Down Grange Sports Complex

What the LRNA told us: (pages 120-122)
The dedicated athletics facilities are of high quality and attract regional and
national events, although quality would be enhanced with a spectator stand.
The catchment area for a facility of regional status extends beyond the borough,
therefore its location and accessibility is rated as good. However the lack of

ATHLETICS

more basic ‘entry level’ athletics training facilities in areas furthest from Down
Grange may be a barrier to generating local grassroots activity, which could be
addressed by provision of compact tracks on two school sites outside of
Basingstoke town.

The needs highlighted in the LRNA are:
 Short term: Maintain existing provision
 Medium term: Support delivery of a spectator stand at Down Grange
 Long term: Provide 2 compact tracks at school sites
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Our Strategy for athletics facilities
What we should do:


Maintain the track facilities at Down Grange to an excellent quality standard



Support delivery of a spectator stand to enhance the facilities at Down Grange by 2018, subject to robust business case justification



Support the provision of 2 compact tracks on school sites by 2020

How we should do it:
 Deliver a cycle of maintenance and replacement to keep the track and field surfaces, structures and equipment to a high quality
 Support a collaborative approach with the clubs using the athletics facilities at Down Grange to develop a business case, seek funding and
project manage installation of a spectator stand
 Investigate with the local education authority and the sports governing body, opportunities to provide compact athletics facilities on two

ATHLETICS

school sites outside of Basingstoke town by 2020, initially to explore provision at: a) the Hurst b)Testbourne
What principle this supports:
 All council sports facilities should aim to achieve a quality rating of very good by 2025
 Down Grange Sports Complex should be retained as the focus of strategic investment for athletics, hockey, rugby and croquet facility
improvements in the borough at least until 2025
 Formal discussions should be held with neighbouring authorities, HCC, Sport England and sports governing bodies to secure partnership
approach for strategic facilities wherever possible
 The council should focus resources for new local provision in areas that have the greatest deficiencies of opportunities for sports
participation
What is the council’s role?
 Collaborate – play an active role in delivery partnerships
 Advocate - seek to influence and offer support as appropriate
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OUR STRATEGY FOR GYMNASTICS FACILITIES

The provision of dedicated gymnastics facilities in the borough at 2015 is at:
 The Active Life Centre, Basingstoke

Some gymnastics activity also takes place at school
and community centre sites.
What the LRNA told us: (pages 117-119)

GYMNASTICS

The facilities for gymnastics at the Active Life Centre
are generally excellent - it provides for regional,
national and international events. Being a specialist
regional facility it has a large demand catchment
threshold, which make its accessibility good, however
parking capacity is poor. Additional capacity should be
explored through formal satellite gymnastics sites and,
in the longer term, through potential new premises.
The needs highlighted in the LRNA are:
 Short term:

Protect and retain the facilities for gymnastics at the Active Life Centre
Develop satellite centres on school sites

 Medium term: Develop more opportunities with other providers.
 Long term:

Develop an indoor multi-sport venue which could accommodate gymnastics
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Our Strategy for the Active Life Centre and new Gymnastics Facilities
What we should do:
 Support the establishment of satellite sites for gymnastics on school sites
 Support a collaborative approach to future provision for gymnastics as part of a larger specialist facility

How we should do it:
 Support Costello School and Basingstoke Gym Club to incorporate a satellite gymnastics centre as part of the school’s proposals for a
refurbished sports hall
 Seek a joint funding approach to undertake a feasibility study on the options for a purpose built gymnastics centre being integrated within a

What principle this supports:
 All community owned sports facilities should be supported to achieve a minimum
quality rating of good by 2025
 The council should facilitate development of a multi-sport complex by 2025 to
accommodate gymnastics and martial arts centres of excellence in response to the
growth in demand

GYMNASTICS

larger specialist facility also accommodating martial arts and combat sports, by 2020

What is the council’s role?
 Advocate - seek to influence and offer support as appropriate
 Collaborate – play an active role in delivery partnerships
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OUR STRATEGY FOR MARTIAL ARTS AND COMBAT SPORTS FACILITIES

The dedicated community based martial arts facilities in the borough in 2015 are:
 Shin GI Tai Martial Arts Academy
 Bluewave Martial Arts
Martial arts ‘satellite’ activity also takes place at the sports centre, school sites and community centres and there is also one commercially operated

MARTIAL ARTS AND COMBAT SPORTS

centre.
There is one Boxing Club which has recently relocated to council premises in Winklebury.
What the LRNA told us (pages 113-116)
The two dedicated community martial arts facilities are rated as good or excellent in quality. Some investment is needs to retain these standards,
particularly as there is pressure on capacity due to participation demand - martial arts is the fastest growing sport in the Borough. The dedicated
facilities are located in the town and smaller satellite provision is located across the borough.

The LRNA did not specifically assess needs for boxing however recognised that this too is a sport increasing in popularity and cold form part of a
longer term strategic approach to martial arts and combat sports facility planning
The needs highlighted in the LRNA are:
Short term:

Improve the changing rooms at Shin GI Tai Martial Arts Academy
Explore options for a purpose built martial arts centre to include combat sports including boxing

Long term:

Subject to the outcome of the feasibility study, support delivery of a new martial arts facility by 2025
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Our Strategy for existing and new Martial Arts Facilities and Combat Sports Facilities
What we should do:
 Improve the changing rooms at Shin GI Tai Martial Arts Academy through a
programme of refurbishment and expansion by 2018
 Support a collaborative approach to future dedicated martial arts provision

MARTIAL ARTS AND COMBAT SPORTS

How we should do it:
 Following consultation with relevant ward members, secure S106 sports facility
contributions from relevant future developments towards the refurbishment and
expansion of changing facilities at Shin GI Tai Martial Arts Academy
 Seek a joint funding approach to undertake a feasibility study on the options for an
assessment of martial arts being integrated within a larger specialist facility also
accommodating gymnastics and combat sports, by 2020

What principle this supports:
 All community owned sports facilities should be supported to achieve a minimum quality rating of good by 2025
 The council should facilitate development of a multi-sport complex by 2025 to accommodate gymnastics and martial arts centres of
excellence in response to the growth in demand

What is the council’s role?
 Advocate - seek to influence and offer support as appropriate
 Collaborate – play an active role in delivery partnerships
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OUR STRATEGY FOR INDOOR TENNIS FACILITIES

Dedicated indoor tennis facilities in the borough in 2015 are located at:
 Basingstoke Indoor Tennis Centre (Totally Tennis) Basingstoke
 Hampshire Court Hotel

What the LRNA told us (pages 98-103)
The two indoor tennis facilities with community access provide 9 covered tennis courts. Together with the outdoor courts there is no need for
additional quantity of court provision in the period to 2025. The indoor courts are of good quality but the ancillary facilities (reception, changing rooms

INDOOR TENNIS

and toilets) at Basingstoke Tennis Centre detract from the overall quality of the centre because they are separated from the courts.

The location of the indoor facilities serves a catchment around Basingstoke town but with the outdoor courts the borough as a whole is well served
for tennis provision.

The needs highlighted in the LRNA are:
Short term:

Retain the existing supply of indoor courts

Medium:

Implement a scheme to provide new clubhouse facilities to link with the indoor courts at Basingstoke Tennis Centre
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Our Strategy for Indoor Tennis
What we should do:
 Maintain the structure and surface of the indoor courts at Basingstoke Tennis Centre
 Support the provision of new clubhouse facilities at Basingstoke Tennis Centre

How we should do it:
 Following consultation with relevant ward members, allocate strategic developer contributions towards the development of a new
clubhouse Basingstoke Tennis Centre

INDOOR TENNIS

What principle this supports:
 The council should work with the Lawn Tennis
Association and other funding partners to facilitate
improvements to Basingstoke Tennis Centre to maintain
its reputation as a centre of excellence by 2020
 All council sports facilities should aim to achieve a quality
rating of excellent by 2025

What is the council’s role?
 Advocate - seek to influence and offer support as
appropriate
 Collaborate – play an active role in delivery partnerships
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OUR STRATEGY FOR INDOOR BOWLS FACILITIES

Dedicated indoor bowls facilities in the borough in 2015 are located at:
 Loddon Vale Indoor Bowls Centre, Basingstoke Leisure Park
 Longmeadow Sports Club, Whitchurch

What the LRNA told us (pages 98-103)
The two dedicated indoor bowls facilities, together with the outdoor bowling greens referred to in the Playing Pitch Strategy, means that there is
sufficient quantity of facilities for the sport of bowling while all current facilities remain available. One of the indoor sites is rated as being in excellent

INDOOR BOWLS

condition while the other is considered to be of poor quality. The location of the indoor facilities serves both town and rural catchments.
The needs highlighted in the LRNA are:
Short term:

Retain the existing supply of indoor rinks

Medium:

Seek to achieve minimum quality rating of excellent for both rinks
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Our Strategy for Indoor Bowls
What we should do:
 Ensure the need to retain the quantity of indoor bowling facilities is reflected in the proposals for improvements to Basingstoke Leisure
Park
 Support Longmeadow to replace the bowls carpet to enhance the offer at the site for indoor bowls

How we should do it:
 Support Loddon Vale in any negotiations regarding the Leisure Park in order to protect its future provision
 Following consultation with relevant ward members, secure S106 sports facility contributions from relevant future developments towards

What principle this supports:
 Indoor and outdoor bowls facilities should be improved to enhance access, quality and sustainable levels of participation
 All community owned sports facilities should be supported to achieve a minimum quality rating of good by 2025

INDOOR BOWLS

the replacement of the carpet at Longmeadow Indoor Bowls facility

What is the council’s role?
 Advocate - seek to influence and offer support as appropriate
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OUR STRATEGY FOR SQUASH COURT FACILITIES

Dedicated squash facilities in the borough in 2015 are located at:
 Basingstoke Sports and Social Club
 Basingstoke Sports Centre
 Beechdown
 Hurst School Sports Centre
 Intec Fitness Centre
 Longmeadow Sports Club, Whitchurch

SQUASH COURTS

These 6 sites offer 14 squash courts.
What the LRNA told us (pages 104-107)
The existing quantity of squash court is adequate to cater for future
demand. Quality ranges from excellent (2 sites) to poor (1). Accessibility is
good as the location of the facilities serve town and larger settlement
catchments.
The needs highlighted in the LRNA are:
Short term:

Retain the existing supply of squash courts

Medium term: Seek to achieve and sustain a minimum of good
rating at all sites.
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Our Strategy for Squash Courts
What we should do:
 Support schemes to refurbish the squash courts at Basingstoke Sports and Social Club and the Hurst School Sports Centre

How we should do it:
 Support Basingstoke Sports and Social Club and the Hurst School Sports Centre to refurbish the squash courts through advice on
business planning and grant funding opportunities

 All community owned sports facilities should be supported to achieve a minimum quality rating of good by 2025

What is the council’s role?
 Advocate - seek to influence and offer support as appropriate
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SQUASH COURTS

What principle this supports:
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OUR STRATEGY FOR THE ICE RINK

The Ice Rink in the borough in 2015 is located at:
Basingstoke Leisure Park

What the LRNA told us
The scope of the LRNA did not cover ice rink provision. The Ice Rink, managed on a commercial basis by a private company, contributes to the
choice of sports available in the borough through opportunities for ice skating, ice hockey (adults and juniors), and figure skating. The Ice Rink is
home to Basingstoke Bisons professional ice hockey team.

ICE RINK

The quality of the Ice Rink is poor and requires investment to address its condition and long term viability.
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Our Strategy for the Ice Rink
What we should do:
 Explore options for the Ice Rink as part of the Leisure Park regeneration.

How we should do it:


Work with the potential developers of the Leisure Park scheme and/or the
commercial interests in the Ice Rink to assess the feasibility options for the
Ice Rink.

This supports the first objective of the Leisure Park development which is:
 To seek innovative proposals from parties to create a regional leisure
destination within the Council’s landholdings at the Leisure Park and

ICE RINK

What principle this supports:

encourage re-investment within existing facilities.

What is the council’s role?
 Advocate - seek to influence and offer support as appropriate
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OUR STRATEGY FOR GOLF

The majority of facilities are privately owned with the exception of Basingstoke Golf Club which is a members’ club and Basingstoke Golf Centre
which is owned by the borough council and promoted as a family orientated starter centre for golf.
The Golf facilities in the borough in 2015 are located at:
•

GOLF

•

Basingstoke Golf Centre: Par 3 9 hole course and driving range
Basingstoke Golf Club: 18 Holes

•

Bishopswood Golf Club: 9 Holes and driving range

•

Dummer Golf Club: 18 Holes and driving range

•

Sandford Springs Golf Club: 27 Holes

•

Sherfield Golf Club: 36 Holes

•

Test Valley Golf Club: 18 Holes and driving range

•

Weybrook Park Golf Club: 18 Holes and driving range (Also 3 practice holes and scheme for an additional 9 hole course)

What the LRNA told us
The position statement for golf is that since there have been no recent change in provision, the conclusions drawn in the original study of 2008 still
stand.
“As a 9 hole unit can accommodate about 25,000 rounds per year, catering for demand in Basingstoke will require sixteen 9 - hole units by
2026. As there are currently seventeen 9 – hole units (This is the calculation used and reflects the number of 27 hole, 18 hole and 9 hole
courses / clubs in the borough), there appears to be adequate provision for golf both now and in 2026 and so no quality (or quantity) standard
is required.” Overall, accessibility was deemed to be very good. (2008 Leisure and Recreation Needs Assessment)

This was confirmed by the consultants working on the 2015 study who added that Basingstoke Golf Club did highlight in their feedback that the club
has a growing membership (600+) which bucks the national trend of 3% year on year decrease in golf memberships since 2005.
England Golf is working with all eight golf courses / clubs to increase participation.
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Our Strategy for Golf
What we should do:


Recognise and support the minimum levels of golf provision to be maintained and support initiatives that increase participation in the sport.



In the event of a loss of a golf course, support that club in plans to relocate or upgrade existing golf facilities elsewhere to sustain and
increase participation in golf in Basingstoke.

How we should do it:


Work with partners including Golf England to maintain access, quality and sustainable levels of participation.

What principle this supports:


Developer contributions should be secured through planning obligations and CIL to contribute to the delivery of new sports facilities.



GOLF

What is the council’s role?
Advocate - seek to influence and offer support as appropriate
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OUR STRATEGY FOR A FUTURE MULTI-SPORT LEISURE COMPLEX
This strategy seeks to secure and enhance the borough’s sports infrastructure to meet the needs arising to 2025, whether those needs arise due to:
population growth, quality and accessibility requirements for individual facilities or aspirations to achieve a vibrant and healthy place to live, work and
visit.

We recognise that these needs will continue beyond 2025 and that by 2029 a new Local Plan will be required. It will become increasingly difficult to
maintain some of the existing strategic facilities to the high standards expected by users and it is therefore prudent to highlight the aspiration for a

MULTI-SPORT LEISURE COMPLEX

new multi-sport leisure complex for the borough to be delivered in the period after 2029.This will enable a site to be identified and a long term funding
strategy to be put in place.
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Our Strategy for a Multi-Sport Leisure Complex
What we should do:
Prepare for the provision of a new Multi-Sport Leisure Complex on land at Manydown from 2029.

How we should do it:

What principle this supports:
 Land should be set aside in the next phase of development at Manydown beyond 2029 for the provision of a new strategic sports hub
comprising of indoor facilities (pool, sports hall health and fitness, studio space) and outdoor facilities (grass pitches, artificial pitch and
hard surface courts ) to meet the long term future needs of the borough

What is the council’s role?
 Lead – take responsibility for planning, delivery, monitoring and review
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MULTI-SPORT LEISURE COMPLEX

 Undertake a feasibility study in 2025 to assess the options for a sports complex to inform the development of the Local Plan and
Manydown master Plan by 2029.

Built Sports Facility Strategy

CONCLUSIONS
This strategy underpinned by the evidence in the Leisure and Recreation Needs Assessment sets out proposed actions to deliver the network of
sports facilities which will support the council’s ambition to support “active, healthy and involved communities” and complements the overarching
Strategic Plan for Sport and Recreation adopted in 2011.
This plan will only be effective with the support of councillors and partners towards the agreed priorities within the action plan. Reporting of progress
to all interested stakeholders is a key element of this long term plan. In particular, Appendix 2 will be updated annually to ensure that all applicable
developer contributions can be identified and allocated to the priorities identified in the Strategy.
This strategy has been developed to help those responsible for planning and sport and recreation to ensure that the right facilities are provided in the
right locations to meet local needs. At a local level, there is a wealth of assessments carried out on a site by site basis, which can assist projects
where necessary.
The council will commission another detailed audit of all sports and recreation facilities in 5 years’ time (i.e. by 2021) to identify changes in the quality
and quantity of facilities. That audit will help measure the effectiveness of the strategy.
The council welcomes comments, suggestions and updates at any time, as this will be an evolving process.
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APPENDIX 1

Proposed key principles guiding the strategic approach to built sports provision 1

Strategic Plan for Sport and Recreation: Objective 1
Retain and maintain existing facilities which are highly valued by the community.

PROTECT

BF 1.1

The council should continue to support local communities to retain and maintain local facilities through advice and funding support
(Leisure Facilities and Community Buildings grants, S106, Local infrastructure fund) where available.

BF 1.2

The council should work with partners to support self-management of facilities by voluntary sports clubs and other relevant
organisations

BF 1.3

Clubs with issues relating to security of tenure of their premises should be supported to minimise risks and increase long term
sustainability

BF 1.4

The council should support, and incentivise where possible, local schools and facility providers to unlock potential for greater
community access to the borough’s sports facilities

Strategic Plan for Sport and Recreation: Objective 2
Improve the quality and capacity of facilities which are highly valued by the community

ENHANCE

BF 2.1

Down Grange Sports Complex should be retained as the focus of strategic investment for athletics, hockey, rugby and croquet facility
improvements in the borough at least until 2025

BF 2.2

The council should work with the Lawn Tennis Association and other funding partners to facilitate improvements to Basingstoke
Tennis Centre indoor facilities to maintain its reputation as a centre of excellence by 2020

BF 2.3

The offer at the Aquadrome should be refreshed and enhanced so it continues to contribute to the attraction of the Leisure Park as a
regional destination as well as meeting the needs of the local population.

BF 2.4

All council sports facilities should aim to achieve a quality rating of very good by 2025 2

BF 2.5

All community owned sports facilities should be supported to achieve a minimum quality rating of good by 2025

BF 2.6

Indoor bowls facilities should be improved to enhance access, quality and sustainable levels of participation

BF 2.7

Focus should be given to modifications of facilities to allow for adapted versions of traditional sports to take place and increase
participation

1

Principles have been developed to guide the council’s approach to planning for future provision; only those applicable to the built facilities strategy are presented in this table.
The full suite of proposed principles can be found at (add weblink)

2

Scoring metric used in the quality assessments is set out in the LRNA (Page 12)
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Strategic Plan for Sport and Recreation: Objective 3:
Where there is evidence of need that cannot be met by existing provision, enable the development of new provision

PROVIDE

BF 3.1

The council should aim to retain the existing amount of swimming pool water space (provided through indoor pools of at least 20m in
length) in the context of opportunities presented for regeneration at the Leisure Park.

BF 3.2

The council should seek to address the spatial deficiency of pools to the west of Basingstoke and north of Andover by 2025

BF 3.3

The council should aspire through partners for the borough to have a 50m pool by 2025

BF 3.4

The borough should increase the provision of sports hall capacity by the equivalent of 8 badminton courts by 2025

BF 3.5

The council should facilitate development of a multi-sport complex by 2025 to accommodate gymnastics and martial arts centres of
excellence in response to the growth in demand

BF 3.6

The council should facilitate the provision of additional health and fitness provision in the west and north of the borough

BF 3.7

Land should be set aside in the next phase of development at Manydown beyond 2029 for the provision of a new strategic sports hub
comprising of indoor facilities (pool, sports hall health and fitness, studio space) and outdoor facilities (grass pitches, artificial pitch and
hard surface courts ) to meet the long term future needs of the borough

BF 3.8

All new local sport facilities should be situated close to other community amenities where possible (community facilities, recreation
areas etc.) to form part of a hub for community activity and social interaction and minimise disruption to residents

BF 3.9

Enhancing provision of safe footpaths, cycle ways and easy access to bus routes should always be considered as part of decisions to
provide and improve local facilities

BF 3.10

The growth and expansion of niche sports clubs should be supported within the borough

BF 3.11

The council should focus resources for new local provision in areas that have the greatest deficiencies of opportunities for sports
participation

BF 3.12

Formal discussions should be held with neighbouring authorities, HCC, Sport England and sports governing bodies to secure
partnership approach for strategic facilities wherever possible

BF 3.13

Developer contributions should be secured through planning obligations and CIL, to contribute to the delivery of new sports facilities.
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APPENDIX 2 SUMMARY OF PROPOSED S106 ALLOCATIONS FOR BUILT SPORTS FACILITIES
Contribution type: Swimming – Financial contributions towards providing, running and maintaining swimming provision
(No restrictions on pooled S106 Contributions for swimming as all pre-date 2010; no further contributions due other than indexation)
To be agreed following consultation with relevant ward members
Scheme

Projects

Sums proposed
to be allocated
£'000

Source of received/due S106

Status as at
August 2015

Plant upgrade
Basingstoke
Aquadrome pool
improvements

Tadley Pool roof and
plant improvements

Building management
systems to improve
energy efficiency
Leisure Water
features replacement
Flumes replacement
Roof replacement

586

Swimming contributions from Hatch Warren and
Beggarwood and Rooksdown wards

To be allocated

133

Swimming contributions from Bramley and
Sherfield on Loddon, Chineham, East Woodhay,
Kingsclere, and Pamber and Silchester wards

To be allocated

Plant upgrade

Basingstoke Sports
Centre – access
improvements

Lift replacement

102

Swimming contributions from Chineham ward

Released
(2016-17)

Queen Mary’s College
pool plant upgrade

Plant upgrade

63

Swimming contributions (received and due) from
Eastrop ward

To be allocated

Cranbourne pool
improvements

Plant upgrade

30

Swimming contributions received from Brookvale
and Kings Furlong, Kempshott and Norden wards

To be allocated

Overton Pool
improvements

Bubble cover and
boundary fencing

23

Swimming contributions received from Overton
ward

£8k released
(2015-16); £15k
to be allocated

6

Swimming contributions received from
Whitchurch and Burghclere, Highclere and St
Mary Bourne wards

To be allocated

Improve access to pool
provision west of
Options appraisal
Basingstoke
Total S106 (as at July 2015)

943
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